With the Hybrid Application Integration Success Pack you’ll get the expert help needed to successfully set up and execute your complex hybrid integrations.

Ensure the Success of your Hybrid Application Integration Projects
The increasing adoption and development of cloud and mobile applications has resulted in the endless multiplication of hybrid integration use cases. With hybrid integration becoming the new normal, the Informatica Cloud hybrid platform can help you bridge the gap between the work you’ve already done and the complex integrations spanning on-premise systems of record, such as ERPs, CRMs, DBs and other IT systems, as well as those outside of your firewall.

Implement your Application Integration Strategy with Confidence
Start your projects off right with the help of our expert architects, and leverage their deep knowledge of our Cloud and on-premise PowerCenter and PowerExchange. Their help is invaluable with integrations requiring Cloud2Cloud, Cloud2Ground and Ground2Ground.
ABOUT INFORMATICA

Digital transformation is changing our world. As the leader in enterprise cloud data management, we're prepared to help you intelligently lead the way. To provide you with the foresight to become more agile, realize new growth opportunities or even invent new things. We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your next intelligent disruption. Not just once, but again and again.

LEARN MORE

Do It Right the First Time

Contact Informatica Professional Services at ips@informatica.com

- Work with our Architects to define and implement an optimal solution using both the PowerCenter and Cloud platforms.
- Know when to use PowerCenter and when to use Cloud, keeping in mind enterprise modernization, lowering overhead costs and maintaining a highly available solution.
- Implement part of your use case that requires complexity of on-premise and ease-of-use Cloud, using an optimal hybrid solution.

Hands-on Help from Hybrid Application Integration Experts

As part of Success Pack deliverables, your Customer Success Architect (CSA) will help you:

- Build end-to-end design for two objects requiring both Cloud & PowerCenter components
- Build Mapplets/Mappings in PowerCenter
- Build Tasks/Mappings in Informatica Cloud using Data Synchronization (DSS) or Cloud Mapping Designer (CMD)
- Orchestrate sessions and tasks between PowerCenter and ICS
- Understand the overall strengths and weaknesses of both technologies
- Deliver a design for a hybrid use case that can be used as a template for the rest of your use cases

Prerequisites

- Subscribe to Informatica Cloud
- Ensure a running Secure Agent is available
- Identify your organization’s Informatica Cloud Administrator(s)
- Complete the Informatica Cloud Basic Training course
- Identify your organization’s key decision-makers for integration requirements, development and testing
- Provide a development/test environment to support build activities for source and target systems related to development
- Ensure you have PowerCenter with required PowerExchange components installed

Assumptions

- Source and target connections must be native Cloud connectors or Cloud Labs certified connectors. Custom connectors will not be built as part of this package.
- Cloud tasks and PowerCenter mappings will be built to ensure you have an optimal configuration that leverages PowerCenter and Cloud to achieve your integration.
- All work will be conducted by Informatica remotely.